Effects of groundwater flux on open-channel estimates of stream metabolism
Abstract-The open-channel oxygen method can produce precise estimates of photosynthesis (P) and respiration (R) over a wide range of stream conditions. It is widely recognized that flux of groundwater contributes to the oxygen mass balance for a stream. However, groundwater flux is rarely considered in open-channel estimates of stream metabolism, and no guidelines have been established regarding the conditions under which it can be ignored. The purpose of this paper is to describe a method for predicting the effect of groundwater flux on estimates of metabolism and thereby establish the conditions under which flux of groundwater can lead to large errors in estimates of metabolism. Estimation of P is not significantly affected by flux of groundwater. Ecosystem R, however, can be greatly overestimated where the oxygen concentration of groundwater is substantially lower than the concentration in the channel. Although the effects of groundwater flux on estimates of metabolism often are trivial, rates of flux can be sufficiently high in many streams, at least during some part of the year, to affect estimates of R where the oxygen concentration differs substantially between groundwater and surface water. Thus, the potential contribution of groundwater flux to oxygen mass balance should always be evaluated when the open-channel method is used.
The open-channel oxygen method can provide precise, system-level estimates of ecosystem metabolism over a wide range of stream conditions (McCutchan et al. 1998) . The open-channel method also incorporates respiration in deep sediments, which often accounts for a large fraction of total respiration in streams and may be underestimated by chamber techniques (Grimm and Fisher 1984; Fellows et al. 2001) . Application of the open-channel method has become common since the advent of recording field oxygen meters and improvements to methods for measuring reaeration (exchange of oxygen with the atmosphere). Assumptions that are implicit in open-channel estimates of metabolism have come under scrutiny, however, as investigators have begun to test the limitations of the method.
Open-channel estimates of photosynthesis (P) and respiration (R) can be based on calculation of mass balance for carbon dioxide but most commonly are based on mass balance for dissolved oxygen. Changes in oxygen concentration of a stream over time or distance reflect the balance of metabolic processes (P and R) and reaeration. Flux of groundwater also must be considered in streams where the effect of groundwater on oxygen mass balance is large relative to rates of biological processes and reaeration, or metabolism will be estimated with error. Odum (1956) considered the potential effects of groundwater flux on the mass balance of oxygen in streams, and more recent work (Choi et al. 1998; Jones and Mulholland 1998) has demonstrated empirically that flux of groundwater can greatly affect gas concentrations in streams, but the effects of flux on estimates of stream metabolism have not been examined explicitly. Although practitioners of the open-channel method (e.g., Marzolf et al. 1994; Uehlinger and Naegeli 1998; Fellows et al. 2001) often have attempted to confine their work to reaches where rates of groundwater flux are low, the potential for error in open-channel estimates of metabolism has not been studied. The purpose of this paper is to establish the conditions under which flux of groundwater can lead to bias in estimates of metabolism and to describe a method for minimizing such errors. When metabolism is estimated for a parcel of water flowing between two stations where oxygen concentration is measured, the mass balance for oxygen includes the sum of groundwater flux, metabolism flux, and reaeration flux, as follows: 
If flux of groundwater over the reach is equal to zero, Eq. 2 simplifies as follows:
When groundwater flux is ignored and rates of metabolism are calculated by Eq. 3, the absolute bias in nighttime R (b R ) is calculated as follows:
where R 2 is the rate of R calculated by Eq. 2, R 3 is the rate of R calculated by Eq. 3, and the quantity Q g /A is the flux of groundwater per unit area (i.e., the vertical velocity of groundwater; units are m d Ϫ1 ). Typically, photosynthesis is calculated as the difference between net flux of oxygen due to metabolism (P ϩ R) and the estimated daytime rate of R. If temperature is constant and daytime R is not stimulated by photosynthesis, it can be assumed that daytime R equals nighttime R and the absolute bias in net production (b PϩR ) is calculated as follows:
Because P is calculated as the difference between two values that include the same absolute error, P is estimated without bias when open-channel estimates of metabolism are based on Eq. 2. Relative bias in estimates of R (B R ) is calculated as follows: 
The magnitude of B R can exceed 50% when Q g /A and c[t]/ R are high and the oxygen concentration of groundwater differs substantially from that of surface water (Fig. 1) .
Estimates of bias presented here are based on the assumption that T, R, and k are constant over space and time. For small intervals of time, variation in the reaeration rate coefficient has little effect on the bias in estimates of metabolism. Because temperature affects the saturation concen- Table 1 . Estimates of the average vertical velocity of groundwater (Q g /A) and physical parameters for stream reaches described in published studies. L is length of the study reach, A reach is surface area for the reach, ⌬t is water travel time for the reach, Q i is discharge at the upper end of the reach, and Q g, reach is the flux of groundwater to the reach.
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Fellows et al. (2001) tration of oxygen and the rate of metabolism, changes in temperature may affect the bias in estimates of R when flux of groundwater is ignored. Although not presented here, a simulation analysis similar to the one described in McCutchan et al. (1998) showed that when t is small, changing temperature does not contribute substantially to the bias in estimates of R when groundwater flux is ignored.
For many streams, groundwater flux is likely to be important in open-channel estimates of metabolism. Dissolved oxygen in groundwater often is low relative to surface water (Gibert et al. 1994) , although C g can exceed the oxygen concentration in surface water (e.g., below an effluent outfall). Most estimates of Q g /A derived from published studies are greater than 0.1 m d Ϫ1 , and many exceed 0.5 m d Ϫ1 (Table  1) . Thus, the values of Q g /A and C g /c[t] considered here (see Fig. 1 ) are relevant (i.e., values given represent real and common occurrences).
Techniques are available for measurement of the key variables (Q g /A, C g ) in Eq. 2. Groundwater flux often is estimated from the dilution of a conservative tracer added to the stream (Triska et al. 1989) or from the increase in the streamwater concentration of a tracer added to groundwater, and the oxygen concentration of groundwater can be estimated from measurements in alluvial wells that intercept important flowpaths for groundwater. Once estimates of Q g /A and C g have been made, it is relatively simple for investigators to reach a conclusion about the potential for bias due to groundwater flux and thus to make informed decisions about which equation should be used to estimate metabolism.
If groundwater flux is included in the mass balance for oxygen (i.e., estimates are based on Eq. 2), investigators will be faced with examining the accuracy of estimates for groundwater flux and concentration as well as the validity of assumptions such as the constancy of Q g /A and C g over space and time. Flux of groundwater can vary in magnitude (Rutherford 1994) , in response to physical characteristics of the channel and processes within the watershed (e.g., evapotranspiration or variation in snowmelt related to the daily thermal cycle), and concentrations of oxygen in groundwater can be very heterogeneous. Although localized variations in flux have been measured by a variety of methods and at different scales (Triska et al. 1989; Cey et al. 1998; Hinkle et al. 2001) , the effects of spatial and temporal variability in flux on estimates of metabolism have not been addressed. Furthermore, the flux-weighted average concentration of oxygen for groundwater entering a stream may be very difficult to determine. If variation in Q g /A or C g over a reach is large relative to net flux over the reach, open-channel estimates of metabolism may be subject to errors that are not considered here, and such errors may be large.
When the open-channel method is used to estimate stream metabolism between two stations, estimates of photosynthesis are not affected by groundwater flux but, for many stream reaches, estimates of R are subject to substantial bias when groundwater flux is ignored. Under some conditions, such bias can far exceed estimates of precision for the open-channel method (McCutchan et al. 1998) . The analyses presented here relate to two-station applications of the open-channel method, but they also can be applied to estimation of metabolism based on measurements at a single station if it can be assumed that the factors affecting the mass balance for oxygen (e.g., Q g /A, k, P, and R) are spatially homogeneous upstream. It is not difficult to determine in advance whether significant bias is likely if groundwater flux is ignored. Therefore, the potential for such bias always should be evaluated when the open-channel method is used.
